Dumbbell Mountain, Northeast Face, 1988. On September 5, 1988, I climbed this new route. I started at the high point of the snowfield between the main and northeast peaks of Dumbbell where an obvious steep, narrow gully divides the smooth faces. I followed the gully up and generally right (class 3 and 4). At the high point of the face on the right, a ledge led rightward to easy slopes north-northeast of the summit.

Mark Bebie

Dragontail Peak, Northeast Buttress, Stuart Range. During a stormy July weekend, Wayne Wallace and I climbed the northeast buttress of Dragontail Peak. After approaching via Cold Chuck Lake, we proceeded on white granite up the toe of the northeast buttress. We leap-frogged six pitches of up to 5.11 and left our ropes fixed. We climbed down a terrifying 200-foot weakness of the Dragonfly route. Near the toe of the buttress we bivouacked without bivy sacks. A storm dumped sleet on us for six hours, robbing us of sleep. In the morning, black clouds billowed over us as we climbed unrope on damp rocks to our ropes. After prusiking up them, we decided to go for it. Wayne re-led a super 5.11c crack. After two pitches of moderate climbing to 5.10c, I led the crux of cracks up an overhanging corner. We then cruised the fearously exposed headwall on three pitches of 5.11b on thin hand cracks. Yoyoing through three roofs, we jammed upward as our ropes floated in space. We were ecstatic as we topped the beautiful white granite on the headwall. We then soloed 1000 meters up to 5.9+. We reached the top near the triple couloir as the sun set.
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Beacon Rock, Final Curtain, 1988. In July of 1988, Tim Olson and I climbed a discontinuous six-pitch arch, slab and dyhedral system up the central east face of Beacon Rock. Tim had attempted the route four times previously with Greg Lyons, Celil Colley, Wayne Wallace and me. On this ascent, we mostly free-climbed the wall, using some A3+ pins and a tension traverse. The second aid pitch was fixed from a previous attempt. In August, Tim and Wayne returned to free-climb the wall after Tim rappelled the route, cleaning dangerous exfoliated flakes and lichen. Neal Olson and Jim Davis free-climbed the route one week later, enjoying the second ascent.
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Beacon Rock, East Face Closure. The southeast face of Beacon Rock was closed in July of 1989. The Washington State Park Ranger, Steve Johnson,